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Message from
Yan-yan Yip, CEO

t was another productive and fruitful
year for Civic Exchange. We continued
to make significant contributions
to help frame and advance policy
deliberation in areas such as air
quality management, ports emissions,
energy, water resources management,
nature conservation, urban liveability,
well-being, equal opportunities and
conflict transformation. We not only
contributed new data, but also added
new perspectives – we demonstrated
the ability to put issues in context to
allow for better understanding of the
challenges facing us today and in the
future. We offered insights into how
these issues and challenges can be
addressed.
In some of our policy areas, more
progress has been made. Three are
worth highlighting.

The Highlights
a) Ports emissions
Civic Exchange continued to facilitate
dialogue among the shipping industry
and the HKSAR Government to
explore how best to further reduce
ports emissions in Hong Kong and in
the region. Civic Exchange is the first
public policy think tank in Hong Kong
to devote resources to understanding
ships’ emissions. With the successful
launch of the Fair Winds Charter and
its extension, the shipping industry
has demonstrated their commitment
and readiness to welcome legislation
on fuel switching at berth in Hong
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Kong. It is encouraging to see the
HKSAR Government has decided to
take action to move in this direction.
The engagement initiatives
undertaken by Civic Exchange have
helped facilitate a process and a
foundation for building a greener
port in Hong Kong. In the coming
year, we will continue to engage
stakeholders locally in Hong Kong,
begin to engage stakeholders across
the border, and further examine the
establishment of an Emissions Control
Area in the region.
b) Nature conservation
Civic Exchange embarked on its
nature conservation research
programme in 2010. Civic Exchange
was delighted to see the extension
of the Convention on Biological
Diversity to Hong Kong in 2011.
With this in mind, we were excited
to have the opportunity to get
involved in charting Hong Kong’s first
Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan.
We published a report clearly laying
out the steps to develop the Plan,
which provided an excellent reference
for the official process. We also
started the community engagement
process to prepare the community
for government engagement,
sustain community momentum
and set expectations towards the
official process. The official process
formally began in June 2013 and Civic
Exchange is part of it. We will keep
working with the community to make
suggestions on what needs to go into
the Plan.

c) Hong Kong’s energy policy
While we were waiting for the HKSAR
Government to release its energy
fuel mix consultation document,
Civic Exchange proactively engaged
the community in debating Hong
Kong’s energy future by publishing
four papers and organising two
public forums in the past year. Topics
covered ranged from the Mainland’s
energy outlook, Hong Kong people’s
attitudes towards energy issues, and
how the general public in other parts
of the world have been engaged in
nuclear energy discussions. Overseas
experts were drafted in to share their
insights. These initiatives helped to
enrich, frame and advance discussion.
Civic Exchange will continue to
engage the community in debating
energy-related issues and respond to
the government consultation, which
is expected to be launched in 2014.

Infrastructure Building
Realising the power of social media and
the internet, we have taken important
initiatives to revamp our web site to
ensure a better integrated online
platform would be created to facilitate
information flow, exchange and
retrieval. Our publications are valuable
assets and we decided to organise them
to benefit more people through building
a more user-friendly display and archive
system. We look forward to the results
of the revamp. Internally, we also started
the process of charting our archive
system to ensure the sustainability,
governance and accountability of the
organisation. It was no easy task and we
are determined to have this important
system properly set up.

Our People
At the Board of Directors level, we
bid farewell to Winston Chu, who had
served as a Director of Civic Exchange

since the inception. We thank him for his
generous support over the years. With
Mr. Chu being a Fellow of Civic Exchange,
we hope to continue to benefit from his
expertise and insights. At the same time,
we welcome two new board members –
Annie Chen and Lisa Genasci – they are
adding new dynamism and perspectives
to Civic Exchange’s governance. I thank
all the board members for their support
and advice.
At the operational level, the Civic
Exchange team has enhanced its
capacity by roping in more supporting
staff members and collaborators. We
welcome new collaborators – Freda Fung
and Dr. Andrew Cornish. Ms. Fung, a
transport expert, focuses on the topics
of “Inspection and Maintenance” and
ports emissions while Dr. Cornish works
on nature conservation related issues.
We were also delighted to have Rae
Leung and Bryan Suen join us in early
2013. They have added energy to our
Communications and air quality research
teams respectively.

It wa
as ano
othe
er pro
oductiv
ve and fru
uitful yearr
fo
or Civiic Exch
hange
e. We no
ot only co
ontributed
d
ne
ew da
ata,, bu
ut also ad
dded
d new pe
erspectivess –
we dem
mon
nstrrated
d the
e ab
bility to put issues in
co
onttext to
o alllow for bette
er underrstanding of the
ch
halllen
nge
es fa
acing us toda
ay and in
n the futurre.

I must also thank the other collaborators
and fellows who contributed their time
and insights generously in the past
year. Our donors’ support should also
be mentioned – without their financial
support or donations-in-kind, Civic
Exchange would not have achieved that
much last year. We hope to continue
our relationship in the coming year
in order to enable more progress and
advancement in public policy research,
discussions and/or debates.
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Message from
Kylie Uebergang, CFO

unding Levels
Breakdown of Funding Sources
This year’s (FY 2012/13) project donations
amounted to HK$6.9 million, 22 per cent
lower than last year’s (FY 2011/12) HK$8.9
million. We reported a healthy net
surplus of HK$861,758 compared to last
year’s surplus of HK$1,311,894. Continued
back-office funding and service support
from the WYNG Foundation remained
a critical factor in enabling us to build
a foundation to support ongoing
development of our research programme
while at the same time building our
general funds/reserves.
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9%
6%

5%
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35%

35%
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40

44%
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FY2012/13

FY2011/12

20

Funding Sources
0

Overall the ratio of funding sourced from
each category of funders was consistent
with last year’s with ‘HK NGOs and/
or Foundations’ (44 per cent of total
funding) dominating our funding sources
followed by ‘HK Businesses’ (35 per cent
of total funding). A drop in ‘International
NGOs and/or Foundations’ funding from
11 per cent of the total last year to five
per cent of the total this year was largely
due to the finalisation of the Rockefeller
Brothers Fund Marine Emissions Project
which ended last year. Inversely an
increase in ‘HK Public Sector (incl.
Government)’ funding by four per cent
of the total was due to a ports-related
project which is outlined below.

HK NGOs and/or Foundations
HK Business
HK Individuals
HK Public Sector (incl. Government)
International NGOs and/or Foundations

Key funders and their research and
project interests are further outlined as
follows:
(1) Key Hong Kong NGOs and/or
foundation donors (in alphabetical
order) include:
• The ADM Capital Foundation
(ADMCF, http://www.admcf.org/)
provided their seventh consecutive
grant enabling us to focus on Hong
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Kong’s air quality research gaps. This
valued tranche of funding supported
the completion of a number of
reports including (i) Cruise Ship
Emissions Control in Hong Kong
published in March 2013, (ii) Air
Quality Management in Guangdong
Province and Implications from
the California Air Resources Board
Experience published in June 2013,
and (iii) Major Overhaul in the
California Smog Check Program
published in August 2013.
• Muses Foundation funded our study
on the pollution impacts of vehicular
inspection and maintenance, resulting
in the publishing of A Review of
the Hong Kong Inspection and
Maintenance Programme for Onroad Vehicles in August 2013.
• River Star Foundation continued its
support of our multiyear project
“Urban Living Index for Well-being in
Asia” which aims to develop an index
to measure liveability and well-being
in Asian cities to serve as a catalyst
for public engagement and social
change within cities. The foundation
also continued to co-support Civic
Exchange in providing back-office
support for John D. Liu, filmmaker and champion of ecological
restoration, and his company the
Environmental Education Media
Project. This project management
contract support began in April 2011
and ended in September 2013.
• The Women’s Foundation (www.
thewomensfoundationhk.org)
supported our review of the changing
profile and attitudes of women in
Hong Kong over the past 20 years,
which resulted in three interrelated
reports being released in February
2013.

• In addition to providing funding and
service support for our back office
(see below – back-office costs) the
WYNG Foundation (http://wyng.
hk/) also initiated engagement and
research projects focusing on public
policy issues including rural land
policy (resulting in Small House Policy
II: An Update published April 2013),
poverty (resulting in a book Poverty
in the Midst of Affluence by Leo
Goodstadt, published in September
2013), and urban pedestrianisation
(resulting in ongoing engagement
and research).

Th
hiss year’s (FY 201
12/1
13) projject donattion
ns
am
mounted to
o HK$6.9
9 million
n. We repo
orte
ed a
he
eallthy
y net surplu
us of HK$8
861,758.

(2) Key Hong Kong business sector
donors (in alphabetical order) include:
• CLP Power Hong Kong Limited (CLP),
a long-term supporter of our energy
and air pollution research, continued
its support for our Energy Mix 2012
Project. Within the context of the
upcoming HKSAR Government’s
energy fuel mix consultation, this
project considered, and educated
stakeholders on, issues relevant to
our future supply of energy including
reliability, security, safety and
environmental impacts among other
factors and principles.
• ExxonMobil Hong Kong Limited
provided important partial funding
for nature conservation initiatives,
including a report Developing a
Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan
for Hong Kong which was published
December 2012.
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Message from Kylie Uebergang, CFO

• Supported by the MTR Corporation
Limited and riding on the publication
of the Walkable City, Living Streets
report (a product of our WALK1
project), a conference on pedestrian
planning was organised in May
2013 to engage a wider audience.
Phase two of the walkability study
(WALK2) was also commissioned in
summer 2013 to develop a walkability
assessment tool, and West Kowloon
will be used as a case for further study
and local engagement.

Breakdown of Funding Uses
by Project Focus
(%) 100

39%

80

62%
60

9%

40

9%

• Building on earlier support from the
Noble Group, we were able to expand
our expertise and policy influence in
relation to Hong Kong and greater
China’s water issues, culminating in a
report Liquid Assets IV: Hong Kong’s
Water Resources Management
under “One Country, Two Systems”
published July 2013.

52%
20

29%

0

FY2012/13

FY2011/12

Civic Participation and Social Development

(3) Key ‘International NGO and/or
foundation’ donors include:

(4) ‘HK Public Sector’ funded projects
include:
• The Environment and Conservation
Fund and the Environmental
Campaign Committee supported
Civic Exchange to further engage
stakeholders and build on research
relating to port air pollution including
the potential to set up an Emission
Control Area in the Pearl River Delta.
A report will be published towards
the end of 2013.
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Sustainable Development
Sustainable development projects
made up 62 per cent of our total
funding compared to 39 per cent
last year, reflecting one of our key
overarching priorities: to review and
provide evidence-based information
on multidimensional aspects of public
policy issues both in Hong Kong and
regionally. Under our sustainable
development umbrella, key projects
include our regional Cities Well-being
Index, Energy Mix 2012, Walkability and
Pedestrianisation, the Small House Policy
and Green Building best practice.

closely with the wonderful Ms. Agnes
Wong, our Consultant Accountant, to
prepare all our financial accounting and
funders’ reports.
I remain truly astounded by, and
grateful for, Iris’s and Agnes’s patience,
capabilities, and teamwork, not to
mention their wonderful natures.
A copy of our audited Financial
Statements is included in pages 36 to 51.

Environment and Conservation
Overall Sustainable Development

• The German Consulate in Hong
Kong, with funding through the
German Federal Ministry of Transport,
Buildings and Urban Planning,
supported Civic Exchange to engage
and educate stakeholders on green
building issues.

this area included the review of changes
in gender attitudes and collaboration
with the Plowshares Institute (US), a
multiyear project which ended in August
2013.

Funding Uses
Environment and Conservation
Projects in the area of environment and
conservation made up 29 per cent of
our total focus this year compared to 52
per cent last year. This drop is less due
to a reduced focus on these issues and
more because we also incorporate social,
political and economic considerations
into our research. This is notable in
our recent research on air quality,
particularly relating to ports, roadsides
and buildings.
Social Development and Civic
Participation
Social Development and Civic
Participation projects remained
consistent year on year at nine per cent
of total projects funded. Key projects in

Back-office costs and the
support of the WYNG
Foundation
We remain grateful for the WYNG
Foundation’s general funding support
which has given us the ability to continue
to invest in our people, systems and
communications including the ongoing
development of our website and archival
systems. On top of this financial support
the foundation also provides modern
office space in Sheung Wan at nominal
rental rates, which we have been proud
to call home since November 2012. We
are incredibly grateful to the WYNG
Foundation which was co-founded by
our dedicated director Mr. Anthony Ng.

Our Accounting Team
Again, I would like to thank, honour, and
share with you the absolute amazingness
of Ms. Iris Chan, Civic Exchange’s
dedicated Office Manager. Iris works
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Milestones and Timelime

2012

Our Work at a Glance

Seminar
Stakeholders workshop
Press Launch

Two major aspects of our work are conducting evidence-based public policy research
and engaging stakeholders in discussing policy issues and recommendations. Civic
Exchange published more than 40 policy documents, including research reports,
press releases, and submissions, in the past year. Our research findings helped frame
policy issues and filled knowledge gaps while our timely responses to the HKSAR
Government’s initiatives through press releases and submissions very often allowed
us to make targeted comments and further deepen the discussions. The 22 events
Civic Exchange hosted and cohosted last year were opportunities to work with
collaborators and engage stakeholders in discussing policy issues and to learn from
overseas experience.

0

20

Comparative efforts
accounting the total
number of publications 6% 6%
and events, 2012-2013

40

25%

60

33%

80

30%

Publications
2%
2%

13%

18%

25%

40%

Events

34%

Research report
Press release
Event report

Submission
Pamphlet series
Intern paper

10

BSAP paper briefing (1)

18

Bridging the Gap: A Practical
Plan for a low-cost, lowemissions energy future

02

Response to the 2013 Policy
Address Consultation –
Environmental Policies

(%)
100

14
Well-being and liability
Governanace
Energy and climate change
Air
Nature Conservation

Pamphet series
Intern paper
Submission
Event report
Research report
Press release

Press launch
Stakeholders workshop
Seminar

20%

Events and
publications

46%

09

Good Derivatives: A Story of
Financial and Environmental
Innovation

11

Retrofitting of the Empire
State Building

12

Architecture and Energy – New
Strategies in the Construction
Sector

31

Walkable City, Living Streets

Civic Exchange urges HKSAR
Government to take swift
actions for improving air
quality and protecting
public health, in line
with Audit Commission’s
recommendations

20

BSAP paper briefing (2)
Request for a meeting on
making compliance with the
CBD a priority for Hong Kong
Developing a Biodiversity
Strategy and Action Plan for
Hong Kong

21

2014 Green Harbours
Workshop (1): Ocean Going
Vessels

22

The City 3.0: Functioning
Community Forests
Adapting Cities for Climate
Resilience using Green
Infrastructure and Community
Engagement

31

Response to the 2013
Policy Address and Budget
Consultation – Social Policies

23

Civic Exchange urges the new
administration to think beyond
tail-pipe solutions in the wake
of today’s announcement on
Hong Kong’s new emissions
reduction targets

Civic Exchange’s Online Presence
A total of 60,673 visits were recorded on Civic Exchange’s website (http://www.
civic-exchange.org/) by Google Analytics between 1 October 2012 and 30 September
2013. Of these, more than one-third were returning visitors. Civic Exchange’s
work reached a wider audience worldwide. Civic Exchange was also active in
other social media platforms, such as Facebook and Twitter. We also started
our Weibo channel last year. In order to provide a more user-friendly user
experience, we have decided to revamp our website. We are working hard on
the website architecture and we very much look forward to this new on-line
face of Civic Exchange in the next year.

60,673
visits

OCTOBER
8

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER
9

2013
Seminar
Stakeholders workshop
Press Launch

Events and
publications

Research report
Press release
Event report

Submission
Pamphlet series
Intern paper

Dialogue with China’s
Environmental Experts

18

37 Hong Kong civic groups’
joint statement urges the
Government to establish key
institutions for effective nature
conservation

BSAP informal workshop (1) consensus building to
formulate the BSAP

22

The Changing Faces of Hong
Kong, 1991-2011

25

Submission to Hong Kong
deputies to the NPC & CPPCC
members on protecting the
National Ecological Security
through legal frameworks

12

The Changing Faces of Hong
Kong

24

Small House Policy II:
An Update

25

21

BSAP Marine Biodiversity
informal group meeting (1) scope priorities and actions
required

Cruise Ship Emissions and
Control in Hong Kong
2014 Green Harbours
Workshop (2): Cruise ships

25

Submission to Bills Committee
on Air Pollution Control
(Amendment) Bill 2013

09

Pamphlet on radiation basics:
increasing energy literacy a
must for informed discussion
on energy issues in Hong Kong

09

BSAP Ecological Footprint,
Sustainable Use and Benefit
Sharing informal group
meeting

30

2014 Green Harbours
Workshop (3): Cargo owners

2014 Green Harbours
Workshop (4): Local crafts

28

Air Quality Management in
Guangdong Province and
Implications from the California
Air Resources Board Experience

30

BSAP Terrestrial Biodiversity
informal group meeting - scope
priorities and actions required

BSAP informal workshop (2) developing scope & priorities

31

BSAP Education, Awareness
and Engagement informal
group meeting (1) - Scope
priorities and actions required

28

Climate change: Doha and the
road to Paris

18

Written submission supporting
EPD’s proposal to mandate
at-berth fuel switching in Hong
Kong

Guangdong’s Energy Outlook
in China’s Context

13

Civic Exchange supports Fair
Winds Charter 2013 and
encourages other shipping
lines to join

07

Walkable City, Living Streets

03

05

07

05

BSAP informal group meeting
- conservation framework and
mainstreaming

Submission to Hong Kong
deputies to the NPC & CPPCC
members on legislations
regulating pollutant emissions
from vessels in Hong Kong and
Mainland China

05

03

Civic Exchange welcomes a
new chapter for air quality
management in Hong Kong

Submission to the
Subcommittee on Issues
Relating to Air, Noise and Light
Pollution regarding “Current
Legislation and Administrative
Measures on the Control
of Noise Pollution and the
Associated Public Expenditure”

JANUARY
10

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

JUNE
11

2013
Seminar
Stakeholders workshop
Press Launch

Events and
publications

Research report
Press release
Event report

Submission
Pamphlet series
Intern paper

14

Energy Forum 16 –
No More Muddling Through

01

Major Overhaul in the
California Smog Check Program

06

Energy Forum 15 –
Shaping our Energy Policy:
Guangdong and Hong Kong in
the Mix

24

Civic Exchange supports
government’s revised proposal
to incentivise early replacement
of old diesel commercial
vehicles as a means to cut
roadside emissions

06
15

Search for Quiet

26

2014 Green Harbours
Workshop (5): Emission Control
Area

30

Water Seminar II: Less is More

Liquid Assets IV: Hong Kong’s
Water Resources Management
under “One Country, Two
Systems”

JULY
12

A Review of the Hong Kong
Inspection and Maintenance
Programme for On-road
Vehicles

16

BSAP Marine Biodiversity
informal group meeting (2) Forming sub-groups

Nuclear Energy: Institutional
Arrangement and Public
Engagement in France

HIGHLIGHTS
Energizing Hong Kong: A
Comprehensive Study of
Hong Kong People’s Attitudes
Towards Power Sources and
Climate Change

21

BSAP Education, Awareness
and Engagement informal
group meeting (2) - developing
action ideas

AUGUST

PROJECT

14

Air

16

Green
Harbours

18

Energy and
Climate Change

20

Water Resources
Management

22

Nature
Conservation

24

Ecological
Restoration

26

Small House
Policy

28

Urban
Liveability

30

Asian Cities
Well-Being

32

Equal
Opportunities

34

Social Risk
Management,
Conflict
Transformation
and Peace
Education

SEPTEMBER
13

Air

ver the last twelve months, the HKSAR
Government has demonstrated an
unprecedented level of commitment to
addressing our long-standing, healththreatening air pollution problem. The
policy direction and actions taken by
the new administration are a breath
of fresh air. In January 2013, the Chief
Executive in his maiden Policy Address
spelt out the government’s priority to
improve air quality in Hong Kong to
protect public health. In March, A Clean
Air Plan for Hong Kong was published
with proposals to retire old diesel
commercial vehicles and to regulate
ship emissions. These are strategies that

Civic Ex
xchange will seize the opporttunity to
o
contrib
bute to air scie
ence via new ressearch
projects with its loca
al, region
nal and nationa
al
collabo
orators, and to
o translate scien
ntific
evidencce into solid policy reccommen
ndation
ns for
Hong Kong and the Pearl Rive
er Delta
a region
n.

Civic Exchange has constantly called
for in the past, and we are glad that
the government has now taken them
on board. While the early signs are
encouraging, Civic Exchange believes
that the next challenge is to turn plans
into measurable improvement in terms
of air quality. To do that, the government
has to step up their efforts further in
local air pollution control, as well as to
enhance cross-bureau co-ordination and
regional collaboration.
In order to push for clean air in Hong
Kong, Civic Exchange has carried on with
its research and engagement efforts
on a number of fronts. First, several
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policy recommendation documents
were submitted to the government on
both overall air quality management
policy and specific air pollution control
measures. Second, several research
papers were published, including a
report on air quality management in
Guangdong and lessons to be learned
from the California Air Resources Board
model, a paper on the major overhaul in
the California smog check programme,
and a review paper on Hong Kong’s
inspection and maintenance (I/M)
programme for on-road vehicles. This
last paper is a timely piece of research
that reminds policy makers of the
importance of an effective vehicle I/M

programme in overall vehicle emissions
control strategy, and the work that needs
to be done to upgrade Hong Kong’s I/M
programme. Third, our colleagues have
continued to offer their knowledge
and insight at various public events and
private briefings organised in Hong Kong
and other parts of the world on airrelated issues. Fourth, major efforts were
made to press for ship emissions control
and regulations in Hong Kong, which
are reported under the Green Harbours
section.

Action Plan on Prevention and Control
of Air Pollution, Civic Exchange will
seize the opportunity to contribute to air
science via new research projects with its
local, regional and national collaborators,
and to translate scientific evidence into
solid policy recommendations for Hong
Kong and the Pearl River Delta region.

In light of the severe haze problems in
China during 2013, and the subsequent
announcement of the State Council’s

15

Green Harbours

013 was a milestone year for our ship
emissions-related work. In the 2013
Policy Address, the HKSAR Government
proposed the regulation of at-berth
switching of bunker fuel to low-sulphur
fuel for ocean-going vessels. This is
a major policy breakthrough in ship
emissions control, and Hong Kong will
become the first jurisdiction in Asia to
regulate ship emissions. In addition, the
government also recommended the
upgrade of marine diesel fuel for local
vessels, and the provision of onshore
power supply facilities at the new Kai Tak
Cruise Terminal.

With the opening of the new cruise
terminal in June 2013, green groups and
the residents living close to the terminal
began to raise their concerns about the
large cruise ships visiting Hong Kong, their
air pollution emissions, and the associated
negative impact on human health. In
order to inform the public, Civic Exchange
published a report on cruise ship
emissions in March 2013. It provided both
an estimation of cruise ship emissions due
to the new terminal, as well as a thorough
policy discussion on various emissions
control measures, including fuel switching
and onshore power.

Working closely with the shipping
industry and other key stakeholders
has been the cornerstone of our past
success in promoting ship emissions
control policy. In the 2012-2013 reporting
period, Civic Exchange organised five
engagement workshops, supported by
the Environment and Conservation Fund,
with different players of the maritime
industry such as the cruise sector, logistics
companies, container terminal operators,
shippers, local craft operators, engine
manufacturers and fuel suppliers, as well
as government departments including
the Marine Department and the

Environmental Protection Department.
Apart from sharing international best
practice related to policy and control
measures, the workshops also served as
a regular platform to exchange views on
control technologies, cost implications
and institutional support.

Civic Exchange has been
working closely with the
shipping industry and other key
stakeholders to promote ship
emissions control policy

In A Price Worth Paying: The Case
for Controlling Marine Emissions
in the Pearl River Delta, published
in September 2012, Civic Exchange
identified an Emission Control Area (ECA)
as the best control option for the region
which would bring the greatest emission
reductions and health benefits. This view
is echoed by the government in A Clean
Air Plan for Hong Kong, which stated
clearly that designating an ECA for the
entirety of the Pearl River Delta under
the International Maritime Organisation
is a long-term vision for ship emissions
control. To this end, Civic Exchange is
preparing a briefing paper on a Pearl
River Delta ECA, which will be published
towards the end of 2013.
Civic Exchange’s good work has been
well recognised in other parts of the
world. Our colleague, Simon Ng, was
invited to Shanghai, Kaohsiung, Nanjing,
Beijing and Los Angeles to share our
research and engagement work. Simon
has also been providing expert advice to
Shanghai and Beijing on ship emissions
control research and policy development.
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Energy and
Climate Change
ur energy literacy project was in full
swing during the 2012-13 reporting
year. In total, three research papers
and five pamphlets were published,
covering topics such as radiation and
public health, the energy outlook for
Guangdong, the French experience of
institutional arrangements and public
engagement on nuclear energy, and
Hong Kong people’s attitudes towards
power sources and climate change. Five
discussion group meetings were held to
solicit professional views on the research
papers, and three focus group meetings
were organised to engage randomly
selected survey respondents for indepth discussions on energy mix and the
climate change challenge in Hong Kong.
In addition, Civic Exchange organised
two public forums on energy in 2013.
In July, “Shaping our Energy Policy:
Guangdong and Hong Kong in the
Mix” facilitated a discussion on Hong
Kong’s long-term energy outlook in
light of local perspectives and regional
circumstances. In September, ”No More

Energy Forum 15:
Dr. Xu Yuan
presented findings
from his research on
the energy outlook
for Guangdong

18

Muddling Through” provided a platform
for the speakers and participants to
share international experience in public
engagement strategies on energy
in general and on nuclear power in
particular, and to begin a dialogue
on devising an effective engagement
strategy on energy policy for Hong Kong
to move forward. With the imminent
government consultation on fuel mix and
long-term energy policy in Hong Kong,

Civic Exchange will continue next year to
fill the knowledge gaps on energy, and
to organise open events that encourage
and promote informed policy discussion.
On energy conservation, Civic
Exchange once again partnered with
the German Consulate in Hong Kong
and co-organised a forum ”Architecture
and Energy: New Strategies in the
Construction Sector” in October 2012.
Leading experts from Germany shared
their innovative solutions for enhancing
building energy efficiency, including
‘energy plus’ buildings, while local
professionals highlighted the systems
and institutional support required
to deliver sustainable solutions in
Hong Kong.

Last but not least, we also organised
or co-organised a number of public
events on climate and carbon issues,
including Dr. Richard Sandor’s talk on
financial and environmental innovations,
Mr. Tony Wood’s seminar on a low-cost,
low-carbon energy future, and a climate
change forum on the UNFCC process
after Doha. During the latter event,
one of the highlights was an excellent
debate on the motion: “Funding
adapting to climate change should
take priority over funding reducing
greenhouse gas emissions”.
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Water Resources
Management
ivic Exchange embarked on its research
on water resources management in
2009. The key to our research approach
has been to look at Hong Kong’s water
issues against the background of
development of the Pearl River Delta,
to allow for a better understanding of
the bigger picture. After several years
of hard work, we have been able to
push the water resources management
agenda further and draw the attention
of policy makers and the greater public
to this vital issue in the past year.
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Starting from the second half of 2012,
we also put greater efforts into reaching
out to and engaging stakeholders and
the public as we saw the need to focus
on awareness building and knowledge
transfer on water issues after publishing
five research reports. Giving lectures,
speaking at fora and seminars, and
contributing articles to the media were
major initiatives to enrich people’s
understanding of the region’s current
water demand and supply status, and
to inform them about the implications
of the region’s economic, social and
political development on Hong Kong’s
water supply.
One event worth highlighting is the
public forum “Dialogue with China’s
Environmental Experts” Civic Exchange
co-organised with the Department of
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Geography and Resource Management
at the Chinese University of Hong Kong,
and the Professional Association for
China’s Environmental Experts in early
2013. 2013 marked the 40th year of China’s
efforts in environmental protection and
much of the undertaking was waterrelated. Senior environmental experts
and government advisors from Mainland
China and Hong Kong were present to
discuss environmental governance and
the role of legislation with Hong Kong’s
local participants.
This engagement work successfully
aroused more interest from the public
and led us to closely assess Hong
Kong’s own historical and current
water resources management policies,
leading to the publication of another
report, Hong Kong’s Water Resources
Management Under ‘One Country,
Two Systems’. This report looked at
the demand for water and resources
management of nearby regions to
promote discussion and provide
suggestions on what Hong Kong must
do to ensure a sustainable future.

Water Seminar II:
Less is More

In order to maximise the impact of
the report, Civic Exchange organised
“Water Seminar II: Less is More” to look
at how Hong Kong manages its water
resources. Speakers were invited to
enrich the discussion by contributing
on topics including Hong Kong’s water
tariffs, water self-sufficiency and the
relevance of China’s water outlook,
as well as civil society’s role in Hong
Kong’s water issues. This seminar,
drawing participation from the HKSAR
Government, the private and professional
sectors, and the general public, has laid
a foundation for further water policy
discussion in the coming years.

Hong Kong will begin its discussion
on water supply with Guangdong
authorities in 2014. We hope that all
our water policy reports and seminars
can assist Hong Kong in considering
how to better chart its water resources
management strategy.
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Nature Conservation

ong Kong’s conservation movement
has made huge strides this past year,
witnessing an unprecedented level
of collaboration and planning, and
Civic Exchange was at the helm of this
progress.
We kicked off the year with a publication
on Developing a Biodiversity Strategy
and Action Plan (BSAP) for Hong
Kong by our co-founder and regular
contributor Lisa Hopkinson. Her vast
knowledge of environmental policy
and passion for our fair city fuelled
this timely research. Less than a month
after publication, the Environment
Bureau briefed conservation experts and

environmental groups for the first time
on the Bureau’s intentions to devise a
biodiversity plan.
Guided by this research, a large-scale
stakeholder engagement effort was
initiated. Our vision was to fulfill one
of the key tenets of the Convention on
Biological Diversity: to ensure an open
and participatory process in developing
the BSAP, including Hong Kong-wide
stakeholder dialogue. To achieve this,
Civic Exchange coordinated a joint
letter with others in the conservation
community to call on the Chief Executive
to commit to developing a BSAP for Hong
Kong in his 2012-2013 Policy Address. This

was followed by a joint statement of 37
civic and environmental NGOs requesting
the government to secure high-level
support in formulating the BSAP, by
establishing a multi-stakeholder steering
committee. It was a delight to see that
part of our joint recommendation was
adopted several months later, in one
of the most uniquely collaborative
efforts between government and nongovernment experts in conservation ever
assembled in Hong Kong.
Civic Exchange also set out to engage
the conservation community, gathering
an exceptional group of the best
conservation minds in Hong Kong,
including academics, ecological
consultants and NGOs. The idea
behind this effort was to help set the
expectation for active participation
and move the community towards
greater ownership and co-creation
of Hong Kong’s BSAP. A survey was
conducted with the conservation
community to identify key tasks and
priorities for the BSAP as the government
prepared to define the scope of work.
As well, a series of 10 meetings were
organised throughout the year with the
conservation community, on topics that
ranged from specific areas of interests
such as biodiversity status and trends
or ecological footprint, to working
out the suggested scope of working
groups, as well as to brainstorm ideas
for biodiversity awareness raising.
These regular meetings helped set the
groundwork for a vigorous process
of community involvement when the
Environment Bureau finally established a
community-led steering committee and
working groups.
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Exchange’s engagement work on the
BSAP. He also embarked on a research
on strategic environmental assessment,
a much neglected tool for encouraging
sustainable development and biodiversity
conservation in city planning. This paper
was due out at the end of 2013 and will
appear in next year’s annual report.
Involvement in the BSAP continues with
the appointment of Yan-yan Yip, our
CEO, to the Awareness, Mainstreaming
and Sustainability Working Group. It
also subsequently led to the setting up
of the NGO Focus Group, which Yan-yan
also co-ordinates, to specifically work
on devising strategies and action plans
for building biodiversity awareness and
to engage the NGO community in this
effort. Stay tuned for our future work
on nature conservation as Civic Exchange
continues our engagement of NGOs in
building biodiversity awareness, and
forthcoming research that delves into
Hong Kong’s role in the massive global
trade in wildlife.

During the year, Civic Exchange
began collaborating with Dr. Andrew
Cornish, a renowned conservation
expert in Hong Kong, to facilitate Civic
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Ecological Restoration

ivic Exchange started a strategic
collaboration with John D. Liu, the
Environmental Education Media Project
(EEMP), and the International Union for
the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) in
2011. Recognising the immense value
of EEMP’s work across the globe, our
relationship with the EEMP continued on
throughout 2012 and 2013.
The EEMP has been researching and
documenting ecosystems worldwide now
for almost 20 years. The EEMP, based in
Beijing, delivers a critical message about
ecological restoration, through the use
of film.
Civic Exchange supported EEMP’s
work by providing strategic advice,
management support, and facilitating
communication with stakeholders
in Hong Kong, Mainland China and
internationally. Civic Exchange also
worked with educational institutions

in Hong Kong to spread the message
about restoration by holding events and
exhibitions.
Civic Exchange was very excited to see
EEMP’s further development in the
past year. The EEMP launched a new
website, had its film ”Green Gold”
viewed over 223,000 times on Youtube,
had its films translated into many
different languages, and broadcast
worldwide. John also published papers
on ecological restoration in a variety of
respected journals, including the Harvard
International Review.
While our support for EEMP came to an
end in September 2013, we believe that
our work with EEMP in the past years has
enabled them to work more effectively.
We trust that EEMP will continue to
flourish in their very meaningful work.

About EEMP and John D. Liu
John Liu, founder and Director of EEMP, presents his films and
ideas across the globe to a wide array of audiences including
academics, government officials, policy makers, students and
the general public. In 2013, John travelled to many places to
speak and film, including the United States, United Kingdom,
Netherlands, Sweden, Portugal, Peru and China. John and his
team made films documenting restoration projects in India,
Mexico, the United States, and Africa, producing films for the
United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification, United
Nations Environment Programme, and the Otter Foundation.
These films were broadcast on Citizen TV, a broadcaster in nine
African countries, as well as Link TV in the United States and
CCTV in Mainland China.
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Small House Policy

ollowing up on our 2003 report on the
Small House Policy, we embarked on
another research project updating the
development of the policy over the past
decade.
In April 2013, Small House Policy II: An
Update was published. It identified the
conflicts among different stakeholders,
including the HKSAR Government, and
articulated the critical issues arising
from the implementation of the policy.
This research also adequately showed
that the Small House Policy not only
affects land rights and land use, but also
conservation and city planning.
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The debates and discussions about
development, country parks and illegal
structures, to a degree, have revived
interest in the Small House Policy among
certain sectors of society. The project was
a very timely one, which helped facilitate
people’s understanding and grasp of the
very complex Small House Policy.
The policy remains unchanged today and
there is still a lack of vision and statutory
plans for the whole of the rural New
Territories. It is critical to open up the
issue for wider discussion. Civic Exchange
will continue its research on this policy
and also look at rural land development
in general in the coming year.
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Urban Liveability

ast year, Civic Exchange undertook
a research project on Hong Kong’s
walkability. Local surveys were conducted
in Central, Tsim Sha Tsui, Mongkok and
Ma On Shan, representing different
types of walkability challenge in the city.
A research report entitled Walkable City,
Living Streets was published in October
2012, which argued that Hong Kong is
walkable in certain areas, but still has a
long way to go to become a world-class
city for pedestrians. First and foremost,

we need a pro-pedestrian approach to
city and transport planning, and we also
need to cultivate the concept of shared
space among pedestrians, cyclists and
motorists in the city. Better pedestrian
environments will certainly encourage
more walking, lead to less road-based
transport, reduce roadside air and
noise pollution, and generate greater
economic and social benefits to the
communities.

organised with Community for Road
Safety and Designing Hong Kong a oneday conference in May 2013. Hosted at
the Energizing Kowloon East Office of
the Development Bureau, the “Walkable
City, Living Streets Conference” focused
on three important themes: pedestrian
networks, pedestrian safety, and streets
as public spaces. Over 150 participants
from the public and private sectors,
civil society groups, transport and
planning professions, and academia
enjoyed the presentations, a lunch-time
forum, as well as an interactive panel
discussion. The passion and energy
in the conference venue were very
encouraging, and many participants
demanded a greater policy focus on
pedestrian planning, even though it is
not a high-priority policy area at the
moment.
Civic Exchange will continue with its
work on walkability, which is integral to
a city’s liveability. We embarked on the
second phase of the walkability study
in summer 2013. We are also involved
in a pedestrian planning project for Des
Voeux Road Central, led by the Hong
Kong Institute of Planners. The findings
of these research projects will be
reported in the next annual report. To
continue promotion, engagement and
research on walkability, Civic Exchange
is also convening a working group which
pulls together like-minded people who
are passionate about improving the
walking environment and public spaces
in Hong Kong.

To promote the concept of walkability
and to step up our stakeholders’
engagement effort, Civic Exchange co-
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Asian Cities Well-Being

sia is rapidly urbanising, and experts
predict that by 2030, 55 per cent of Asia’s
population will live in cities. Whether
Asian cities are able to keep up with
growth, provide adequate services, and
create an environment conducive to
human flourishing is a major question
and one of the most important
challenges of the century. In order to
measure the challenges faced by Asian
cities, Civic Exchange launched the Asian
Cities Well-being Index project back in
2011 with the aim of creating a public
opinion survey to track and compare
well-being across multiple domains in
Asian cities. The goal was to create a
city comparison index that would reflect
a bottom-up view of residents’ own
priorities and satisfaction, rather than
judgements of experts looking at city
liveability from an expatriate’s point of
view. Collaborations were established

with NGOs in four other Asian cities –
Chengdu, Delhi, Manila and Penang –
in order to pilot test the project.
The first phase, which took place in 201112, studied the feasibility of the index
and established its conceptual direction.
The second phase, which began in
May 2012, comprised the process of
developing the survey instrument itself.
In the autumn of 2012, an early draft
of the questionnaire was written.
Between December 2012 and March
2013, feedback on this draft was solicited
from NGO and community group
representatives in each city through
focus groups. Participants were asked to
respond to the questions and to critique
their usefulness and relevance to local
circumstances.

The feedback led to significant
improvements of the survey instrument
over the summer of 2013. The survey
instrument was then translated into
seven Asian languages and dialects
through a rigorous translation process
including back-translation and
independent review in order to assure
quality and accuracy. In September 2013,
Hong Kong launched a small-scale trial of
the questionnaire with 100 respondents
in order to test its workability with
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real respondents. This was the first
of five trials to take place in all of the
participating cities. Over the next few
months, Civic Exchange will continue the
trials and make further improvements
based on the data obtained, with the
goal of finalising the questionnaire by
the winter of 2013.
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Equal Opportunities

research used age cohorts as the unit
of analysis, the research findings not
only provided information through
the gender lens, but could also inform
the readers of social changes faced
by different age groups. The research
in the end, to a certain extent, was a
demographic study.

meeting with the Equal Opportunities
Commission to discuss ways in which
public policy can address gender
inequalities. Civic Exchange plans to
conduct a follow-up public opinion
survey to explore issues affecting
women’s opportunities including
caregiving responsibilities and support
for the elderly.

The reports were also used as a platform
for civic engagement, including a

The three reports

Report launch: The Changing
Faces of Hong Kong

ow does the status of women compare
with men over the past two decades
in Hong Kong? Has Hong Kong made
enough progress to ensure equal
opportunities for the two sexes?
In February 2013, Civic Exchange
published a series of three reports on the
status of women in Hong Kong. Under
the heading of The Changing Faces
of Hong Kong, the reports examined
statistical data from both government
sources and public opinion polls, covering
numerous aspects of women’s lives,
including but not limited to education,
employment, marriage, childbirth,
migration, and political participation.
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The aim of the project was to quantify
changes in women’s lives that had
occurred over the past 20 years, in
order to cut through the rhetoric and to
provide solid evidence for policy makers
on the aspects of gender equality which
still need improvement.
This groundbreaking project analysed
both objective and subjective data to put
together a more comprehensive picture
of the changes in Hong Kong over the
past two decades. It took longer than
expected to finish the whole piece of
research. The results, however, were
worth the investment. Crunching the
data provided new insights. As the

1. The Changing Faces of
Hong Kong: A Cohort
Analysis of Women, 19912011 by Louisa Mitchell used
official demographic census
data to construct profiles of
typical life trajectories for
women now in their teens,
twenties, thirties, forties and
fifties, and sixties and above.
It illustrated the tremendous
changes in opportunities
for women that have taken
place from one generation
to the next, as well as areas
where surprisingly little
progress has been made.

2. The Changing Faces of
Hong Kong: Women in the
Community and National
Context, 1994-2010 by
Prof. Michael DeGolyer of
the Baptist University of
Hong Kong drew on nearly
15 years of public opinion
surveys conducted by the
Hong Kong Transition
Project to examine changes
in women’s behaviour,
attitudes, feelings of
patriotism, issues of concern,
and civic participation.

3. The Changing Faces of
Hong Kong: A Graphical
Summary of Women’s
Status, 1991-2011 compiled
by Carine Lai presented
highlights from the first
two reports in a userfriendly way. A Chinese
version is available.
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Social Risk Management,
Conflict Transformation and
Peace Education
he final workshop held in Nanjing in
May 2013 brought a fine closure to the
4.5-year Social Risk Management project
in the Mainland. This final workshop
was an evaluation and reflection session,
during which participants, including
police officers, police school instructors,
NGO leaders and academics reviewed
the learnings, shared best practice
and challenges with other fellow
practitioners in self-organised training
workshops. It was a valuable occasion
in which participants could have a deep
conversation on the concepts and skills of
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conflict transformation and mediation,
as well as their applications in different
Mainland settings.
A small group discussion was organised
after the final workshop with a number
of core members exploring and crafting
a plan to sustain the momentum after
the formal completion of the project.
Civic Exchange was very glad to have
gone through this skills transfer and
co-learning process with Plowshares
Institute (US), and the many supporters
in the Mainland. We are also excited
to see the concepts and skills being
adopted, adapted and taking root in
the Mainland. Civic Exchange plans to
continue to support their work in the
coming year.
Moreover, we continued to keep in touch
with the organisations in Northwest
India in order to understand their recent
developments as well as their needs
of training. In Hong Kong, we were
invited by Rotaract Club of Kingspark
Hong Kong to share the skills of conflict
transformation and mediation with
young people.

Conflict
transformation
workshop in
Nanjing
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